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1.  __________ yearn or  earn 

2.  __________ learn or rehearse 

3.  __________ photograph or photo 

4. __________ fences or alongside 

5.  __________ earth or earn 

6 ___________ quick or old  

7.  __________ pearl or yearn 

8.  __________ yearn or research  

9. __________  photograph or west 

 

 

1.  reach   preach  __________ 

2.  yearn   earn        _______ 

3.  close  touch        _______ 

4.  more   for           _______ 

5.  fur  first            _______ 

6.  name  pearl         _______ 

7.  rack  about         _______ 

8.  earth  first         _______ 

9.  smooth  book      ______

Circle the naming part.   
 

1. The dog and cat are best friends.  

2. One sheep ran alongside the fence.  

3. They finally pulled up the enormous turnip.   

4. Our teachers are leaving tomorrow on a trip. 

5. Mrs. Dickerson and Mrs. Kohler help us all of the time.   

6. Mr. Tommy helps us in the lunchroom everyday. 

Circle   then, write the word that 

comes first in ABC Order 

 

Same Sounds write   YES       

            If not write  NO 

earn yes 

Name ___________________________________ Helping Out 
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classroom     simple    chores    heard    search   yearn   neighbor    dirty 

1.  This problem looks really __________________________. 

2.  Our next door _____________________ is friendly. 

3.  We have to keep our _________________________ clean. 

4.  I ______________________ them call me.   

5.  We _________________________ for chocolate. 

6.  I have to do my _________________________ today.  

7.  My dog is very muddy and ________________________.   

Opposites – Write the opposite 
word 

Pronouns – takes the place of a 

noun. 

1. evening ___________ 

2. slowly_____________ 

3. find______________ 

4. different__________ 

5. true______________ 

6. wrong_____________ 

7. careless_________________ 

8. east ___________________ 

9.  friend ________________ 

    

 

 

 
 

1.  Mr. Tommy works. ____________       

2. The desk is big.   _____________      

3. The students are here. _________       

4. Jenny likes me.    _____________      

5. The class and I left. ___________    

6. Mary’s dress looks nice. ________                        

7. Look at Jim and Joe. __________        

8. These are John’s glasses. _______  

     

 

__west 

__alike 

__right   

__quickly 

__false 

__lose 

__enemy 

__careful 

1 morning  

Name ___________________________________ Helping Out 

    she     they      it          he   

     them      we        her        his                              

morning 
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Use the words at the end of the sentences 
1. _______________________ I like to play. (Spent, Sometimes) 

2. Let’s go ____________________ to the store. (together, trying)  

3. My_______________________ lives next door. (next, neighbor) 

4. The _________________ is round. (earn, earth)  

5. I have to do my _______________ everyday! (character, chores)  

6. Walk______________________ me, now. (again, alongside) 

 

Add ness or ful 

 

Divide words:    VC – CV 
 

 

1.  shy    _________________ 

2.  help    _________________ 

3.  sick   _________________ 

4.  thought________________ 

5.  cheer _________________ 

6.  red   _________________ 

7.  thank _________________ 

8.  like  _________________ 

                   
 

 

1. riddle     _______  ________ 

2.  spotless  _______ - _______    

3.  capture   _______-  _______           

4.  entire     _______ - _______    

5.  worry      _______ - _______   

6.  lantern   _______ - _______ 

7.  matter   _______ - _______ 

8.  chipmunk ______ - _______

 rid  -  dle 

Name ___________________________________ Helping Out 
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travel,  tray,   reply,   simple,   slippers,   twine,     spark 

1. What is another word for easy?_____________________ 

2. What do you do when you answer someone?____________ 

3. Which of these is a kind of heavy string? _______________ 

4. On what could you carry dishes? ____________________ 

5. What could you wear on your feet?  _________________ 

6. What do you do when you take a trip? ________________ 

7.  What happens when a match is lit? ___________________ 

ABC order: __sure  __sit  __see 

__slow    __she’s    __stop   

__some    1  saddle  __snack 

Using a  or  an  

Use an if the word starts with a vowel. (an ape, 
an egg, an imp, an otter, an umbrella   

 All consonants words have a. 
  

1.   _______________ 

2.   _______________ 

3.   _______________ 

4.   _______________ 

5. _______________ 

6.   _______________ 

7.   _______________ 

8.    _____________ 

9. _______________ 

 

1.    _______ apple 

2. _______ turtle  

3. _______ inch 

4. _______ orange   

5. _______ frog  

6. _______ igloo 

7. _______ earthquake 

8.  _______ sister 

9.  _______ elephant

saddle an

Name ___________________________________ Helping Out 
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trying    adults     handy     decides     second     rehearse 

1. Parents are called ________________________. 

2. We need to __________________________ for the play. 

3. Who ____________________________ who will be first?  

4. We are in the ________________________ grade! 

5. We’re _________________________ to be sweet. 

6. I am very _____________________ with a hammer. 

Contractions 

is  us  not  will  would  am  are 

 

X   out the wrong meaning 

 

1. you’re ________   _______ 

2. he’s     ________   _______ 

3. I’m      ________   _______ 

4. we’ll    ________   _______ 

5. aren’t  ________   _______ 

6. let’s    ________   _______ 

7. can’t    ________   _______ 

8. won’t   ________   _______ 

9. I’d      ________   _______ 

 

1. dirty        clean       spotless  

2.rehearse     practice     nice 

3. photo        plant      pictures 

4. grown-up     adult     children 

5. engine       play        motor 

6. tired         easy        simple     

7. Sunday    Saturday     today 

8. research     time     look up 

9. work         play      chores 

Name ___________________________________ Helping Out 


